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Inelastic-collisional effects are incorporated into a quantum-mechanical transport equation
(QMTE) that was developed in an earlier paper. The QMTE enables one to follow the quan-
tum-state evolution of moving atoms which are interacting with some external fields while un-
dergoing collisions with perturber atoms. The collisional processes are treated quantum
mechanically and then reinterpreted in terms of classical variables so that the QMTE becomes
an integrodifferential equation for atomic density-matrix elements containing both well-de-
fined quantum-mechanical collision parameters (i.e. , scattering amplitudes) and density-
matrix elements which are funct;ions of classical position and velocity variables. Solutions
of the QMTE enable one to derive line-shape formulas, .

- and a discussion will be given of the
general features to be expected for spectral profiles, Hanle-effect line shapes, and laser out-
put curves, as well as the manner in which these features differ from those predicted by
theories that neglect some quantum-mechanical aspects of the collision events. The inclu-
sion of inelastic-collisional effects does not cover cases in which the frequency spacing of
the atomic levels under consideration is comparable to the inverse duration time of a colli-
sion; nevertheless, the QMTE to be derived will be applicable to the analysis of a large num-
ber of atomic systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a series of papers, ' ' we have shown that it
is possible to write a quantum-mechanical trans-
port equation (QMTE) for the density-matrix ele-
ments associated with an atomic system. This
equation, in effect, enables one to follow the time
development of an ensemble of atoms which are in-
teracting with some external fields while under-
going collisions with per turber atoms. Solutions
of the QMTE may be used to obtain expressions
for characteristic quantities of atomic systems
such as their macroscopic polarization and absorp-
tion coefficients.

The QMTE is a transport equation in the sense
that each density-matrix element is given as a
function of classical position and velocity variables
as well as the time. It is quantum mechanical in
the sense that collisional processes are treated
quantum mechanically and all collision kernels
and rates which appear in the QMTE are well-
defined quantum- mechanical functions. A quan-
tum-mechanical treatment of collisions is neces-
sary because the collisional interaction is state
dependent, making it impossible to associate a
classical trajectory with the atoms' off-diagonal
density-matrix elements when a collisions occurs. '
(This result is analogous to that of the Stern-
Gerlach experiment where it is also impossible to
designate a classical path for off-diagonal density-
matrix elements. ) However, one may xeintexPret
the quantum-mechanical collision results and as-
sociate a classical position and velocity with
individual density- matrix elements rather than

with the atom as a whole. The procedure for car-
rying out this program was given in a previous
paper' (the method should also be applicable to an
analysis of the Stern-Gerlach experiment).

The QMTE presented in our earlier work did
not allow for collision-induced transitions; that is,
only elastic scattering was considered. There
are, however, many systems in which inelastic
processes play an important role. Certainly, if
there are degenerate or near-degenerate (energy-
level spacing less than thermal energy) levels in an
atom, collision-induced transitions may be possi-
ble. It is the purpose of this paper to extend our
earlier results to cover such cases. A similar
calculation, carried out using a somewhat different
viewpoint, has recently appeared.

The new QMTE to be derived should enable one
to study the effects of collision-induced magnetic
relaxation in Hanle-effect or level-crossing experi-
ments as well as to examine the spectral profiles
associated with transitions in which one or both of
the levels are degenerate. While explicit line-
shape calculations will be left for future papers,
I shall indicate here some general features of the
line shapes which one might expect.

The physical system to be considered and ap-
proximations of the theory will be given in Sec. II.
In Sec. III the QMTE will be derived, and in Sec.
IV I shall show that, for straight-line atomic
paths during collisions, the QMTE reduces to
"semiclassical" expressions ' for the collisional
processes. An alternative form for the QMTE
will be described in Sec. V. Finally, a discussion
of the QMTE and its general implications regarding
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theoretical line-shape predictions will be given in
Sec. VI.

We shall have some need to make use of the
equations of an earlier pager' (hereafter referred
to as QMTE-I). Equations from QMTE-I will be
prefixed by a I. Some familiarity with QMTE-. I is
helpful, but not essential, for the reading of this
paper.

II. PHYSICAL SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION

The physical system consists of "active" atoms
and ground- state perturber atoms. The active
atoms are the ones of interest and usually interact
with some external fields in addition to undergoing
collisions with perturber atoms. We assume that
the pressure is low enough so that only binary col-
lisions need be considered (generally valid at
pressures less than several hundred Torr) and
that the external fields are essentially constant
over the duration time of a collision (impact ap-
proximation). In addition, we assume that the ac-
tive atom density is low enough so that resonant
broadening and radiation trapping effects are
negligible. Changes in the perturber atoms' dis-
tribution function due to collisions with the active
atoms are also ignored.

We wish to treat inelastic collisions. Fortunate-
ly, it is possible to describe the great majority of
collisions in one of two approximations. First,
energy levels of the atoms whose frequency spacing
is small compared to the inverse duration time w,
of a collision (typically ~,=10" sec ' so that mag-
netic sublevel separations are almost always less
than h+, ) may be treated as degenerate with re-
spect to the collisional processes. On the other
hand, collisions cannot induce transitions between
those energy levels separated in frequency by an
amount somewhat greater than ~, (e. g. , optically
separated levels) and, for such levels, the colli-
sion process is effectively elastic. We shall as-
sume that all collisional processes for our system
fall into one of the two categories above and visual-
ize the level structure of our active atoms as
shown in Fig. 1.

Our model is one in which collision-induced
transitions between different groups of levels are
not possible and where the energy levels zvithin a
group may be taken as degenerate in considering
collisional processes. This model is applicable
to most atomic systems. It does not cover cases
where the frequency separation of the energy levels
under consideration is on the order of co,; certain
fine-structure separations and the rotational spac-
ings of molecular levels may fall into this class.
The theory can be extended to cover these cases,
but the additional complexities involved will not
be discussed here.

The above assumptions are meant to apply to

both the active atom and perturber levels. How-

ever, for simplicity, we shall take the perturber
atoms as structureless moving centers of poten-
tial. Generalization to account for the level struc-
ture of the perturbers is neither difficult nor il-
luminating, provided the other assumptions of our
model are valid.

III. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL TRANSPORT EQUATION

The derivation of the QMTE proceeds as in
QMTE-I. First, we separate the time rate of
change of density-matrix elements into two parts,
writing

Bp q(R, v, t) Bp~o(R, v, t)
9t Bt no coll

Bp,q(R, v, t)
Bt cols

where p ~(R, v, t) is the nP active-atom ensemble
density-matrix element (the tilde above a variable
will indicate the interaction representation; i. e. ,
F z

=E qe'" ~'for any variable F,z)and Rand v are
classical variables for the atomic center-of-mass
position and velocity, respectively, associated
with the element. The term (Bp„JBt)„, » gives
the time rate of change of p z in the absence of
collisions and (Bp,g&t)„» gives the collisional
time rate of change of p z obtained from a quantum-
mechanical calculation.

From Eq. (I10) of QMTE-I we have, for a system
in which the interaction between an active atom
and the external fields is denoted by V(r, R, t)

GROUP 5

GROUP 2

GROUP

FIG. 1. Portion of the energy-level diagram of a typi-
cal active atom, showing three groups of levels (not drawn
to scale}. The energy separation between different groups
of levels (which might represent energies corresponding
to optical or infrared transitions) is assumed to be greater
than the collisional energies available; thus, collision-
induced transitions between different groups of levels may
be neglected. On the other hand, it is assumed that the

energy levels zoithin a given group of levels (these levels
might represent the different magnetic sublevels of a
given angular momentum state) may be taken as degen-
erate with regard to collisional processes.
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(r represents active-atom relative electronic
coordinates),

with velocity v„ to state n with velocity v„'=8 „'v„

subject to the additional restriction that

sp„()(R, v, t) -,
)

—I' ()(R, v, t)p ~(R, v, t)

—v ~ Vp ~(R, v, t)

f, ~ (v„-v„')=O [if o( and e(' are in different
groups of atomic levels (see
Fig. I)];

W")) (v'-v)=N~ —,d v'
~

d v„W (v ')v„'

(8)

+(ta)-'[V(R, t), p(R, t)].(,
(2)

where the matrix elements of V(R, t) are given by

V ~(R, t)=e'"~()' fp (F)*V(r, R, t)())~(r)d'r (8)

and g„(r) is the unperturbed electronic-state eigen-
funetion of state n. The quantities A„()(R, v, t)
and I' ()(R, v, t) which appear in (2) have been in-
troduced to cover situations where the systems
under consideration are not closed~; A ()(R, v, t)
provides an excitation rate density into and
I" ()(R, v, t) a phenomenological decay rate out of
such systems. The term v ~ Vp () in Eq. (2) is
simply the convective contribution to Bp z/Bt.

As in QMTE-I, (Sp ()/Bt)„» is obtained by exam-
ining the quantum-mechanical scattering of a wave
packet from a perturber site and then reinterpret-
ing the results in terms of classical coordinate
and velocity variables as was done in Appendix B
of QMTE-I. An outline of a similar calculation
taking into account the inelastic-collisional effects
described above is presented in the Appendix of
this paper, leading to the desired result

Spa(()(R) v~ t) Q T
~ ()0

( ) ( t)
M coll e'I'

-r;~~'(v, vc)p .)).(R, v, t)

where

+ I de')), s (v'-v)p, .~. (R, v', t)),

(4)

T () (v) = —N d v~W~(v&)v„. [f „.(v„-v„)5()()" if'„

fI)Be(v„vq) 50)oe]

W~(v~) is the perturber velocity distribution,

V~=V —Vp

and p, are the active-atom-perturber relative
velocity and reduced mass, respectively, N is the
perturber density, and f ~ (v„-v,') is the inelastic
scattering amplitude for scattering from state n'

xQ v„+—v ——v+vp t5 v~ —8
y

xf .(v„'-v„)fgg. (v„'-v„)*, (7)

v„'=v'-v~, and m and m~ are the active-atom and
perturber masses, respectively; and

r'I)~ (v, vc)= fd'v'W'I) '(v-v')

with

= N fd v~W~(v~)v„o')) (v„), (8)

o, ()~'(v„) = fdn„.f, .(v„-v „')f~~. (v„-v,')*. (8a)

The vc label appearing in Eq. (8) stands for "ve-
locity changing, " in reference to a classical limit
associated with I'

I) (v, vc) which will be mentioned
below. Note that as a result of condition (6) the
sums over n' and P' in Eq. (4) are restricted to
those sublevels u' and P' which are in the same
group of levels (see Fig. 1) as are e( and P, re-
spectively. This is a manifestation of our assump-
tion that collisions can induce transitions swithin a
given group of levels but cannot induce transitions
between different groups of levels.

It would be very useful if a simple physical in-
terpretation for the terms appearing in Eq. (4) could

be offered, but this has not been possible. Colli-
sions result in (a) shifts of the active atoms' ener-

gy levels, (b) transitions between various sublevels
of a group of levels, and (c) changes in the velocity
associated with given density-matrix elements.
These effects are all interrelated and cannot be
correlated with individual terms which appear in

Eq. (4). We can show (see Sec. IV) that the last
two terms in Eq. (4) vanish if collisions result in
negligible active-atom velocity changes. Thus,
T"~('(v) in Eq. (4)doesprovide allthe effects of col-
lision-induced transitions and level shifts when the
active atoms move on approximately straight lines.
Moreover, one might like to think of W I) (v '- v)
and I' I)~ (v, vc) as a collision kernel and rate for
velocity- changing collisions, respectively, since
they can be so interpreted in the case of equal col-
lisional interaction for all the states. ' However,
for the general case in which velocity changes are
important and the different levels experience dif-
ferent collisional interactions, the various terms
of Eq. (4) are no longer identifiable with specific
collisiona, l processes.

Equation (4) describes different situations de-
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pending on whether or not o. and P belong to the
same group of levels. If a and P do belong to the
same group of levels as would be the case if they
were magnetic sublevels of a given angular momen-
tum state, Eq. (4) can be used to examine the col-
lisional relaxation of some polarization which has
been imposed on the sublevels of the group (as is
the case in Hanle and level-crossing experiments).
On the other hand, if n and P belong to different
groups of levels, p z is related to the electric di-
pole moment of the atom (provided states o. and P
have different parity) so that (Bp JBt)„» may be
instrumental in determining the effects of collisions
on the spectral profiles associated with transitions
between states u and P.

Using Eqs. (1), (2), and (4), we obtain the
quantum- mechanical transport equation (QMTE)

Bp~()(R, v) t) ~ ~ (~ ~
t)

Bt
+v ~ Vp~s R, v,

= A ()(R, v, t)- r„()(R, v, t)p„()(R, v, t)

+ (ih) '[V(R, t), p(R, t)] ))

+ Z &,g' (v)p„.p(R, v, t,
Oe ge

—r'() (v, vc) p, i (). (R, v, t)

d'v'w,",' (v'-~)));()(, v', t)), ()))

which is the starting point for calculations involving
the interactions of atoms with both external fields
and yerturber atoms. The equation should be
particularly useful for determining collisional ef-
fects on spectral profiles, magnetic relaxation
(Hanle-effect) line shapes, and laser output curves.
Some general features of these lines shapes will
be discussed in Sec. VI.

IV. STRAIGHT-LINE PATH LIMIT

It is of some interest to examine the expression
for (Bp~))/Bt)„» in the limit of straight-line rela-
tive active-atom-perturber collisional paths, since
this is an approximation commonly used in many
previous theories. ' By "straight-line paths" we
shall mean that the scattering angle in the active-
atom-perturber center-of-mass frame is less than
some critical angle 8, = Xs/(R, where Xs is the de
Broglie wavelength in the center-of-mass frame
and (R is the range of the collisional interaction. '
The validity criterion for the straight-line-path
limit is that the majority of significant collisions
(significant with respect to their effect on the line
shapes associated with the system) are character-
ized by scattering angles less than 8,. The most
favorable system for the straight-line-path limit to
be valid is one where the interaction range is much

greater than the kinetic radii of the atoms.
To obtain the straight-line-path limit for (Bp ~/

Bt)„», which will be denoted by (Bp,()/Bt);,'f,', we
begin by noting that the last two terms of Eq. (4)
may be written in a form containing only collisions
with 8 & 8, (see Appendix C of QMTE-I). However,
since all collisions have 8& 8, by assumption, the
last two terms in Eq. (4) must vanish in the
straight-line-path limit. Thus, the equation to be
considered is

col l at'8'
(10)

with T t)~ (v) given by Eq. (5).
To obtain the straight-line-path limit of Eq. (5),

we can use the following expression"' for the
scattering amplitude f ()(v„-v„')which is valid for
small- angle scattering:

where T"
(3 (v, slpl) is the straight-line-path limit

value of T ()~ (v) and S ~ is given by Eq. (13).
Equation (10), with T q given by Eq. (15), is

the straight-line-path limit for the collisional time
rate of change of p z and agrees with earlier works
that effectively treat this limit only. However, an

f,()(v„-v„')= — — " d be "[S~()(v„b)-5~))],

(11)with

q = (t(/+)(v,'- v, ), (12)

and b a vector in a plane perpendicular to v„giving
the impact parameter of the collision. The quantity
S () appearing in (11)is given by

S ()(v„, b) =(exp[(i/N) fU t)(R)d(R ~ v„)]). , (13)

where U ()(R) is the n(3 matrix element of the active-
atom-perturber collisional interaction U(r, R) [see
Eq. (A2b)],

U„,(R)= fy. (r)*U(r", R)y, (r)d r

for o, and p in same group of levels

= 0 otherwise, (14)

and the integral is over the straight-line path of the
specific collision. The ( ], symbol inEq. (13)indi-
cates that a time-ordered exponential is required.
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (5), letting v„'~ and
v „'~ be two independent components of v„' in a plane
perpendicular to v„(i.e. , in the plane of b), using
the fact that"

fdn„. =v„'f dv„', -f"dv„',

when only small-angle scattering is important, and
performing some elementary integrations, we find

T t (v, slpl) = —N fd'v~W~(v~)v„

& fd b[5~, ~ 5))))' —S~~'(v„, b)S))))~ (v„b) ], (15)
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P q(», v, t)=(2v) fd'Re '"'"p ()(R, v, t) (16)

additional approximation-the replacement of
Jd v~W~(v~) by 1'd v„W„(v„) in Eq. (15), with W„(v„)
the relative velocity distribution —has been con-
sistently employed either imylicitly or explicitly
in previous treatments of the subject. This ap-
proximation, which is clearly valid only if the
perturber mass is much less than the active mass
or, equivalently, if v„~ v~, leads to two simplifi-
cations of the theory. First, 7

(I (v, slpl) be-
comes velocity independent. Second, the angular
integration over dQ„ in Eq. (15) can be done in a
simple fashion.

Our straight-line-path limit equation (15) pos-
sesses neither of these simplifications; conse-
quently our results will differ from those of the
earlier theories. The effects of the velocity de-
pendence of T ~ (v, slpl) have been discussed in
another paper. ' The velocity dependence will
lead to asymmetries in spectral profiles and de-
viations of line shapes from generally accepted
forms. The deviation is greatest in systems with
high perturber to active-atom mass.

The reason that the angular integrations in Eq.
(15) are not simple to perform is that, for a given
velocity subset of active atoms, the distribution of
colliding perturber atoms is not isotropic. ' This
implies that a decomposition of the density matrix
into its irreducible tensor components will not
yield elements that relax with decay parameters
depending only on the rank of the tensor involved. '
It may be possible that some final average over
the active-atom velocity distribution may restore
a simple form to the results, but this isyet to be
determined.

%e conclude that, even in the straight-line-path
limit, we should expect a deviation of collisional
relaxation formulas from those calculated in earlier
theories. The deviation will be largest in systems
where the perturber mass is larger than the active-
atom mass. In the more general case with no re-
strictions on collisional path, one might expect
significant variance with earlier theories, although
a specific evaluation using Eqs. (5)-(8) has yet to
be performed.

V. ALTERNATIVE FORM FOR QMTE

It is always possible to transform the QMTE
into an equation where all collisional effects are
contained in certain propagator functions. In this
way, the calculation of collisional effects is sepa-
rated out as a distinct problem and the QMTE is
cast in a form that is especially useful if a per-
turbation solution in powers of the external field
is possible.

To transform the QMTE, we first define the
Fourier transform P ~(», v, t) of p ()(R, v, t) by

Then, multiplying Eq. (9) by (2v) 3 e '"'" and in-
tegrating over R, we obtain

8P~()(»q vi t) .~ ~ (~ ~
)et

+1K ~ VI~g K, Vy

= Z T,I) (v)P .(). (», v, t)I'8'

—I'
I) (v, vc)P iz. (», v, t)

+de((g(vv))g(K, v, ())

where

+s I(», v, t), (I'I)

—I' I)~ (v, vc)G .~. (», v'-v, v)

+ I d v&W&() (v& v)G()(ryi(», v vq, 7') ~,
i

subject to the initial condition (2o)

G(M()(», v ~ v, 0) = 5(v —v) . (2Oa)

The quantity G,()(», v'-v, v) is, in effect, a
propagator which determines the probability den-
sity that there will be a collisional change in the
velocity associated with P ~(», v, t) from v ' to v
in a time v'.

If p z(R, v, t), appearing in Eq. (18) for (t ()(»,
v, t), is written in terms of its Fourier transform
P~z(7», v, t), and if the resultant equation for
(t ()(», v, t) is substituted into Eq. (19), one ob-
tains

P~()(», v, t)= fdv'f dt'G &(», v' v, t —t')
x(A ()(», v', t')- (2v) '~'

xfd'»'r. , (K ») v ) t )P~g—(K, v, t )

+ (2v) jd'»'(itt) '

x[V(»» t ) P(» v ', t )] s]', (2l)

& ()(», v, t) = (2v) ~+ fd~Re '"'"(A ()(R, v, t)

-1 ()(K, v, t)p ()(R, v, t)

+(iS) '[V(R, t), p(R, t)] j. (18)

A solution to Eq. (18) of the form

P.,(», v, t) = fd'v'f, dt'G g(», v' v, t-t')
xs, (», v', t') (19)

exists, provided that the functions G ()(», v '- v, 7')

satisfy the integrodifferential equations

W fBG ()(», v -v, 7')
+1K ' vfgy(Ky v ~ v~ 7)87

T()(g (v)Go( ~ ()a(»& v ~v& T)
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The quantum-mechanical transport equation
(QMTE) given by Eq. (9) is the basic result of
this paper. A solution of the QMTE provides
values for density-matrix elements from which
theoretical expressions for quantities of physical
interest may be obtained; The QMTE is applicable
to atomic systems in which "active" atoms interact
with some external fields while undergoing colli-
sions with perturber atoms. It does not account
for excitation transfer between active atoms and
perturbers (resonant collisions), radiation trap-
ping, or atomic recoil due to emission or absorp-
tion of radiation; we do not believe it is overly
difficult to formally introduce these effects into the
QMTE. " However, attempts to extend the QMTE
to apply to systems with frequency spacings of
atomic levels on the order of the inverse collision
time (see Sec. II) will be accompanied by more
severe complications.

In order to solve the QMTE, one must first have
expressions for the scattering amplitudes [see
Eqs. (5)-(8)] which, in itself, poses a difficult
auxiliary problem. ' When one obtains exact,
approximate, or phenomenological expressions
for the scattering amplitudes, he will still be faced
with solving the QMTE, a complex partial inte-
grodifferential equation.

Although this may seem a formidable task for
even the most simple atomic system, there may
be some specific problems where solutions or
partial solutions are tractable. In particular, we
hope to derive expressions for the spectral line
shapes, Hanle-effect line shapes, and laser output
curves associated with atomic systems from solu-
tions of the QMTE. While details of the calcula-
tions have not yet been performed, we shall indi-
cate below some general features of the results
which are expected.

i Spectral prof. iles. In many circumstances,
one measures the optical or infrared absorption
or emission spectrum associated with a transition
between states in different groups of levels (see
Fig. 1). Traditional theoretical developments of
line-shape formulas involve the assignation of a
Doppler- shifted Lorentzian profile

yo+ I"(v)

[yo+ I'(v)]'+ [(o —(oo- a(v) - f v]' (22)

to each velocity subset of the active atoms. The

where G q(z, v '- v, r) is determined by Eq. (20)
and A s(e, v, f) I" s(e, v, f), and V(z, f) are
Fourier transforms of A s(R, v, f), I' ~(R, v, t),
and V(R, t), respectively. As noted above, the
QMTE, in the form given by Eqs. (21) and (20), is
well suited to an iterative solution in powers of the
external field. '

VI. DISCUSSION

quantities I'(v) and b, (v) in (22) are collisional
width and shift parameters, and yo is related to
the natural width of the transition. The profiles
(22) are then weighted according to the velocity
distribution W(v) of the active-atom subsets. If
W(v) is Gaussian, the resultant line shape is
termed a speed or velocity-dependent Voigt pro-
file. '

The physical situation predicted by the QMTE
differs from this traditional result in several re-
spects. First, each velocity subset of active atoms
is no longer characterized by a Lorentzian profile,
even in the straight-line-path limit. Second, the
total line shape may reflect either obvious or subtle
effects of collision-induced velocity changes of the
active atoms.

In the extreme limit of equal collisional interac-
tion for all the levels involved in the transition,
collisions may cause a narrowing of the line shape.
This phenomenon, predicted by Dicke, ' is due to
a collisional averaging of the Doppler phase factor.
However, when the collisional interactions for the
transition levels differ considerably (as they do
for electronic transitions), the narrowing mecha-
nism is all but lost and collision-induced velocity
changes enter the theory in a more subt'le manner. '

Perhaps the most interesting cases are vibrational
or rotational spectra, where the collisional inter-
actions for the transition levels may be comparable
but not equal. Under these circumstances both
narrowing and broadeni. ng effects may be encoun-
tered (as well as asymmetries due to the interplay
of both mechanisms). Experimental studies do,
in fact, show both narrowing and broadening in ro-
tational' and vibrational transitions; these data
are not in agreement with what are essentially
semiclassical transport equations-a test of the
QMTE will be its ability to explain the results of
these experiments.

ii Hanle . effect line shaP-es In Hanle . or level-
crossing experiments, one may measure the colli-
sional magnetic relaxation of a state mith total
angular momentum J. The prediction of traditional
theories that treat this problem is that there are
2J+ 1 independent real collisional decay parameters
which characterize the relaxation. However, this
result is based upon an assumed spatial isotropy of
perturber collisions for each velocity subset of
active atoms and, in Sec. IV, we have seen that
this approximation is not valid, even in the straight-
line-path limit. One might expect, therefore, that
a solution of the QMTE will reveal that more than
2J+ 1 independent parameters are needed to de-
scribe the relaxation and that the parameters may
be complex (indicating possible collisional shifts
as well as broadening in the line shapes).

iii. Laser outPut curves. It is possible to use
curves of output laser intensity versus detuning of
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the laser cavity from the atomic transition frequen-
cy to study collisional effects within the laser
system. These curves tend to be a sensitive probe
of collisional effects, since the line shape can be
determined basically by the Lorentzian rather than
Doppler contribution to the profile. Thus, asym-
metries due to either the speed dependence of the
collisional live-shape parameters or to the more
complicated collisional processes predicted by the
QMTE should be more pronounced than those ob-
served in spectral profiles.

In addition, one might expect that laser experi-
ments would be highly appropriate for measuring
the velocity-changing aspects of collisions, since
the laser uses only those atoms that have the cor-
rect Doppler shifts to interact with the laser field.
A collision that changes the velocity of an atom
interacting with the field will stop that atom's
participation in the lasing process and the effects
of such collisions should be reflected in the laser
output. However, the output of single-mode lasers
which operate on electronic transitions is not par-
ticularly sensitive to velocity-changing collisions,
as has been noted previously. Owing to the sig-
nificant difference in the collisional interaction
experienced by the different electronic levels in-
volved in the laser transition, velocity-changing
collisions affect the over-all intensity of the output
more than the details of the line shape.

Velocity-changing collisions may lead to more
interesting effects in multimode lasers. These
collisions can change the velocity of an atom in-
teracting with one field more into a new velocity
which permits the atom to interact with a different
field mode. In this manner, the collisions can
serve to couple the field modes. The coupling will
be especially important in lasers which exhibit
neutral or near-neutral coupling in the absence of
collisions, such as some ring and Zeeman lasers.
There is a complicating factor, however. Usually,
the active-atom density of lasers is high enough so
that radiation trapping or resonant broadening ef-
fects are present. Since these processes can com-
pete with or even dominate the velocity-changing
aspects of collisions, care must be taken to include
their effects when appropriate.

The QMTE may also lead to interesting predic-
tions in the case of molecular lasers which operate
on vibrational transitions. Here, the collisional
interaction for the two laser levels might be com-
parable and the resultipg line shape a better mea-
sure of the velocity-changing aspects of collisions.
It is interesting to note that an asymmetry in CG
laser output curves has been observeda' and this
may be due, in part, to the interplay of the veloci-
ty-changing and energy-level shifting aspects of
collisions expected in systems with comparable
collisional interactions for the transition levels.

where

+Z V q(R)A&(R, t)e'"Ls', (Al)

and (dog= cool —(og.
We are nom ready to employ the collisional ap-

proximations outlined in Sec. II. First, if n and

For the three situations discussed above, we do
not expect a dramatic variation from the predic-
tions of earlier theories, since it is most likely
that experimental studies would have revealed any
large discrepancies. The deviation from tradition-
al theories will be minimal when dealing with elec-
tronic transitions in systems with large active-
atom to perturber mass ratio. In that case, there
are fern velocity-changing collisions and the rela-
tive active-atom-perturber velocity is almost
equal to the perturber velocity so that the tradition-
al theories form a good approximation to the
QMTE. On the other hand, systems with com-
parable collisional interactions for the transition
levels may require the completeness of the QMTE
for a reasonably accurate description; the experi-
mental data available that are applicable to such
cases are quite limited. Regardless of the prob-
lem, it is best to start with an equation resulting
from a theory that consistently and correctly takes
into account the effects of collisions on the moving
active atoms. The quantum- mechanical transport
equation is offered as one equation that meets these
requir em ents.

APPENDIX

The calculation of [sp„z(R, v, t)/st]„» is similar
to that given in Appendix B of QMTE-I, and only a
sketch of the calculation mill be presented here.
First, one considers a single active atom with
center-of-mass coordinate R and relative electron-
ic coordinates r interacting with a perturber atom
fixed at the origin. The Hamiltonian for this sys-
tem, neglecting all but the collisional interactions,
is given by

H(r, R) =Ho(r) —(I /2m)V„'+ V(r, R),
where Ho(r) is the free-atom electronic Hamiltonian
possessing eigenfunctions g (r), m is the active-
atom mass, and V(r, R) is the potential due to the
perturber atom. Expanding the active atom's
wave function as

P(r, R, t)=Q„A (R, t)g (r)e '"~'

and using Schrodinger's equation for g(r, R, t), it
is an easy matter to see that the A (R, t) obey the
equation

iKBA~(R, t) @ gA- ( t)
2m
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where

ha
V A (R, f)+Z U, ()(R)A()(R, f),

(A2a)

U.,(R) = f().(r)*U(r, R)it, (r)d r

p in Eq. (Al) belong to different groups of levels
(see Fig. 1), the exponential term in Eq. (Al) is
rapidly varying compared with A()(R, t) and tends
to destroy any contribution from the second term
in the right-hand side of Eq. (Al). Equivalently,
we could define U ()

= 0 if o. and P belong to differ-
ent groups of levels, implying that collision-in-
duced transitions between different groups of levels
are negligible. Second, if o. and P belong to the
same group of levels, we may set e'"+&'= 1 in Eq.
(A1), since it has been assumed that, with regards
to collisional processes, the energy levels uithin
any group of levels may be taken as degenerate.
Under these approximations, Eq. (A1) becomes

as that of Appendix B of QMTE-I. One forms
density-matrix elements, associates classical
position and velocity variables with the wave pack-
et, and averages over all types of collisions to ob-
tain an equation valid for the ensemble of active
atoms,

sp ()(R, v, t) ~ 2m@[f
cori et at ~m~

—fss. (v —v)*5 .]p .().(R, v, f)

~¹'d(), f (v'-v)fss (v'-v)~p, .~ (H, v', t))
(A4)

where f,.(v- v) is the forward inelastic scattering
amplitude for scattering from state n' to state n.

In order to separate out collisions involving sig-
nificant velocity changes from straight-line-path
collisions (see Sec. IV), we add and substract a
term

for n and p in same group of levels

= O otherwise. (A2b)

xA()(Rv' —2v'5f, t- 5t)], (A3)'

where f a(v
' v 'R) is the inelastic scattering

amplitude for scattering from channel P with veloc-

ity v ' to channel n with velocity v'A. Note that
from our definition of U () in Eq. (A2b), f &=0 if o.

and P belong to different groups of levels.
From this point on, the calculation is the same

Equation (A2a) is now in a form that is easily
treated by formal scattering theory. In keeping
with the development of QMTE-I, we consider
A (R, f —6t) to represent a wave packet with aver-
age velocity v ' moving towards the scattering cen-
ter (perturber). After a time 25t, the wave packet
has been scattered and the new amplitude is given
by [compare with Eq. (IB5)]

A (R, (+at)= exp[ —(tmv'/2h) 25t]

x [A (R —2v'5t, f —5f)

+R 'Q() f ()(v'-v'R)

where

()s (v, vc)p is (R, v, f)

+ dQ„nW()(s (v «v)P()(s()e(R, v
~ f) ~,

(A6)

T, ss (v) = —Nv(2vh/imv)[f (v- v)5()s.

—fs()~ (v «v )+ 5~ z e ]

+Nv fdQ„of o(v v )f()()i(v v )*, (A6a)

W I)s'(v'-v)=Nvf „.(v'-v)fss. (v '-v)*,
and

I""I) (v, vc)= fdQ„.W'() (v-v').

(A6b)

(A6c)

When Eqs. (A6) are generalized to allow for moving
perturbers, one arrives at Eqs. (5)-(8) of the text.

(I'"I)s will be defined below; the vc is a label mean-
ing "velocity changing") to Eq. (A4) and rewrite
it as

@0)()(» ) g To('()'( )- (R
8t coll 0i t Bt
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The variational methods of Kohn and Hulthdn are used to calculate the scattering parameters
of the positron-hydrogen rearrangement collision. The R-matrix elements are computed for
positron energies 0-0.33 a. u. with accuracy of (1-10)%. It is also shown that a good approxi-
mation to the diagonal elements of the R matrix can be obtained by ignoring the coupling be-
tween the channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of low-energy scattering of posi-
trons by hydrogen atoms has attracted many re-

searchers by its simple structure and because of
the hope that its solution might lead to the develop-
ment of approximate methods for solving more
complex scattering problems. The main difficulty


